Ways to focus on outcome over output
I asked people who attended 7 Things BA’s need to know about agile at IBADD 2019 to identify
ways to focus on outcome over output.

Word cloud of their responses:

Here are the raw responses (in no particular order.)
Ask questions
Ask what their vision is
Find out stakeholders and engage
State business value in background of story
Sit in the user’s chair, do their job, feel the pain
Include business in retros
Invite SME’s/Business to Demos
Measure value of delivery
Ensure you have buy in
Define process flow
Define MVP
Keep the problem or outcome at the forefront of the team. Post it somewhere
Set learning goals that help define what the outcome looks like
Start every sprint with confirmation of outcome desired for that sprint
Big picture understanding. Teams attending training w/ business users
Specific output to SME’s
Remove duplicate processes
Automation/code vs reporting & manual process
Staying in the present, don’t solution without the right people in the room
Define a clear goal
Communication across the project
Eliciations with stakeholders to fully understand the business need/ask
K.I.S.S.
Wireframes
Process Maps
Check ins to make sure teams are on the same page
Feedback from the users
Review documented processes
Shadow business user
Weekly update meetings
Ask constantly “does this add value” (or something similar)
Open discussions (less documents)
Focus on goal (revisit)
Keep customer in mind
Ask “why” enough times
Re-prioritize stories constantly to be sure story w/ most value is next
Map - visualize goal
Personas
Ask shareholders for input
What problem will this solve
Understand data
Define use cases
Engage business partners
Focus on requirements
Retrospectives

Conversation over metrics
Frequent check-ins on business value
Meet w/ business / SME’s to define need
Make sure you know what stage the project is in
Visible final goals
Prevent scope / feature creep
Focus on business value
Demos
Define process flows
Make sure team knows roles what their individual assignments will be
Ask what happens if we don’t do this
Brainstorming
Make sure everyone is solving the same problem
Capturing the problem in an A3
Interview stakeholders (Managers, Users, SMEs)
Create epics
Establish high-level scope What is the objective?
What does the user need? Given this o / p will they get what they need
Review charter & memorize scope
Involve entire team in developing goals
The deliverable of the epic
Referring back to the scope
Strong emphasis on MVP
Job shadowing the SMEs
Document current / ideal process visually
Focus on user value not how to create that value
Creating personas
Always ask the business if this provides value
Commit to less & get it done right the first time
Get regular feedback through demos
Understand priority
Listening to SMES. Not assuming things
Having a PO involved & invested to prioritize MVP
Define MVP for outcome
What’s the use case?
Efficiency
Speed
Does it help the end user experience?
Does it improve the product?
Prioritize needs
Focus on needs to deliver not all requests
Obtain a more detailed understanding of the ask for each change up front
Create deliverable matrix that maps to goals (possibly diagram)

